
By @patcoyle, @lombana, & @marlokeno

“At our family cookout, suddenly everything 
became dark,” said Madi. “Our food, our 
windows, our house, everything – covered by  
a cloud of dark dust.” After that day, she and 
her neighbors began to speak out, talk, 
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Chicago’s East Side choking on 
‘pet coke,’ recounts resident
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"If we all were to get in the 
solar balloon, our collective 
aspirations might kill us" 
-- @nshapiro

“Everywhere, everyone learns 
in different ways,” and “The 
learning comes from doing,”
-- Green Team interns
 

“It is all about creativity and 
keeping it open,” -- Heidi
  

“People [made] corn very 
productive, but all that 
knowledge is proprietary. We 
need to catch up, creating 
open knowledge that farmers 
can freely  use” -- @greg

“Oil train photos, Hwy 61 
blues, DOT 111s on tracks, 
Bakken oil -- an ugly orange-
yellow spill on the tracks, but 
it makes 'em nice and shiny.” 
-- @marlokeno

Highlights

Our microbial friends in their bubbly home. 
-- photo by @patcoyle, art by @marlokeno

Wastewater bacteria 
munch formaldehyde
@gretchengehrke and @nshapiro 
demonstrated a bubbler, aerating bacteria 
(from a wastewater treatment plant) to 
metabolize formaldehyde in the home. 

Birdwatching on the 
LUMCON lawn
Early morning birders saw 8 species 
yesterday morning, and rumors ‘flew’ about 
the elusive half-pink flamingo. Photo by  
@hballardData visualized, with @bsugar 

Solar balloon gathering; Deep 
critique, provocative thinking

and do research in her Chicago neighborhood. 
People “became politicized in the process of 
becoming aware of the problem.” The 
community connected with Public Lab and 
other organizations that support their cause, 
and continues to fight for clean air.

Madi and Kate told of dust clouds and pet coke mists drifting over their homes -- photo by @lombana


